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First President's rap 
of year draws crow(l 
By Michael Champagne 
Associate Editor 
Approximately 50 students, 
student leaders, faculty and staff 
attended the first President's Rap 
session of the year in a sometimes 
heated and tense discussion of 
Sacred Heart's pa ·t, present and 
future direction. 
The discussion centered 
around many of the changes which 
students claimed have been made 
without their input, and often when 
students are not even around to 
offer input. 
Said one student who spoke 
only on the condition of anonym­
ity, "It's like when (Russia's ex­
leader Mikhail) Gorbachev went 
on vacation and came back to find 
out that he had been replaced un­
der the coup attempt." 
Many concerns focu ed on 
changes to the calender of events 
which the Programming Board had 
established - in particular the 
decision to hold all student events 
on campus, the decision to re­
schedule the end of the terms for 
Student Government members and 
the change in the dates of elec­
tions to the Student Government 
for the following year. 
Other points raised ques­
tioned the decision by members of 
the administration to rewrite sec­
tions of the Student Government 
See Rap, page 2 
New committee to select 
student publications' editors 
By Kathy Bothos 
News Editor 
newspaper and the yearbook, 
Prolof?ue, for next year. 
According to Director of Ac­
tivities Tom Kell , this i another
part of Sacred Hean· s changing 
process. "The philosophy behind 
change is to open our activities to 
all students," said Kelly. "We 
would like to move away from 
self-perpetuating cliques and what 
we would like to do is to give all 
students a chance to participate in 
these activities." 
This Editor Selection Com­
mi tlee consi:,,ts of nine members: 
Kelly (Chairperson), Director of 
Public Relations Ginny Apple, 
See Editors, page 3 
N V E A s T y 
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Uncle Sam (a.k.a. Pat McLaughlin) shakes the hand of soon-to­
be Student Go,·ernment President Jim Kraemer just hours 
before the final vot were tallied. Kraemer is a junior with two 
years of previous service on Student Government. The results 
of the election were 1)()sted in the display case outside llw Student 
Life office after the April I tallying, and the results are still 
available in the office. Photo by Darren Arns 
A new committee, the Student 
Publication Board for Editor Se­
lection Committee, has been 
formed · to oversee and select 
Editor-In-Chief for the Sacred 
Heart University's Spectrum 
SHU to celebrate night around the world Spring semi-formal moved off campus 
By Amjad Naqvi 
Guest Writer 
There will be an Intema� 
tional Festival(" A NightAround 
the World") held at Sacred Heart 
University presented by the Sa­
cred Heart University's Inter� 
national and La Hispanidad 
ClubsonFriday,April 16, 1993. 
The purpose of the multicultural 
festival is to involve students, 
faculty, administration and 
community in awareness and 
appreciation of different cultures 
of the world. 
See Cultures, page 3 
By Chris Nicholson 
Editor-In-Chief 
The Springfest semi-formal, 
due to a compromise between the 
Greek Council (formerly the In­
ter-Fraternity and Sorority Coun­
cil) and the Student Life office, 
will be held off-campus as origi­
nally planned. 
The annual 
A student's car gets stuck in the mud on Friday April 2, after she allegedly was run off the driveway 
next to the Quad. See story, page 3. Photo by Michael Champagne 
Springfest Weekend, titled "Cap­
tured in a Dream," will be at the 
Oronoque Country Club in 
Stratford on May I at 8 p.m. 
The dance was originally 
planned as an off-campus event, 
but was moved on campus when 
the Student Life office decided 
earlier this semester that future 
events would be held on campus. 
However, student support for the 
event dwindled, according to a 
source in the Student Life office, 
and the Greek Council decided to 
back out of the event. 
According to the Greek 
Council President Denise Kuhn, 
the council had decided to with­
draw its funding because of con­
cerns about the "elegance" of the 
semi - formal. "It's not to say an 
event on campus can't be as el­
egant as one off campus," said 
Kuhn. But "In my opinion the 
options would have compromised 
the integrity of the event." 
r 
Inside ... 
According to a source who 
wanted to remain anonymous, the 
Student Life office agreed to have 
the dance off campus in the hopes 
that it would minimize any boy­
cotts of other spring events. Ac­
cording to a senior who wished to 
remain anonymous, "Many stu­
dents are already boycotting events 
because they are being required to 
stay on campus for them. I don't 
know if a compromise this late in 
the game will change anybody's 
mind, but it probably will be seen 
as a step in the right direction." 
"In an effort to compromise 
and in the spirit of teamwork," 
said Kuhn, "the Administration 
has allowed us to hold the semi­
formal off campus, and they are 
expecting the student body to come 
together and support" the other 
events on campus. 
Director of Activities Tom 
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Workers needed for Senior Week
Would you like to go to a Senior Week 
event for free? Dedicated people are needed to sell 
tickets, collect tickets at the door, and to do other 
miscellaneous work for Senior Week event, which 
runs from May 16-22. Anyone interested should 
contact Class of 1993 President Danielle Purciello 
in the Student Life office. Housing will be provided 
for the week.
Poetry Reading
On Thursday, April 15th from 11 a.m. to 12 
p.m. in the upper level of the Sacred Heart Univer­
sity Library, Professor Marian Calabrese will do 
readings from poets that catch her interest. Come 
and celebrate poetry on Tax Day. Everyone is 
invited! This event is free to the public. Refresh­
ments will be serx^ed. For more information call the 
library at 371-7702.
International Fest
The International Club and La Hispanidad 
present the 3rd annual International Festival, “Night 
Around the World.” This event includes an Interna­
tional buffet, a fashion show consisting of ethnic 
costumes from different countries, traditional song 
and dance perfonnances and a mixer. “Night 
Around the World,” International Fest will take 
place, Friday, April 16th from 6:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
in the Dining Hall and S.H.U. Theater. The cost of 
this extravaganza is $5.00 for S.H.U. students and 
$8.00 for non-students. Tickets will go on sale in 
front of the Dining Hall. For more infoimation call 
Student Activities at 371-7969 or 371-7837.
Coitiputer Literacy offered
Computer literacy is offered for Sacred 
Heart University faculty and staff at the Computer 
Center. All classes last an hour and a half and will 
run once a week for four consecutive weeks. Com­
puter courses taught include: Up and running in 
WordPerfect 5,1, Introduction to DBase 111, Lots 
of Lotus, and feature classes are specifically de­
signed for those people who are familiar with Word 
Perfect but are interested in improving skill in a 
specific area. Class schedules can be obtained in 
the Computer Lab, Participants must bring a 3.5 
inch diskette.
Leaders of the New School
Leaders of the New School, a popular rap 
group, will come to SHU this Saturday, April 17.
They will perform their well-known hit, “Here We 
Go, Yo.” This event will take place in the SHU gym 
from 8 p.m, to 1 a.m. Ticket prices are $5 for 
students and $15 for non-students. In addition to 
Leaders of the New School will be D.J. Rob 
Newberry.
Study In Ireland spots IlUing up
Dr. Brooks’ summer study trip in Dublin, 
Ireland is quickly filling up. Currently, there arc 
only 10 vacancies available and the deadline for 
registration is May 1. Contact Dr. Brooks for price 
information and a background of the Celtic Reli­
gious Traditions course that wiU be taught at Trinity 
College. The price includes residency at and access 
to all Trinity College facilities. For additional 
information, call 371-7730.
^ ________________________________ /
Rap: students, university president talk
Continued from page I
Constitution — which is undergo­
ing revisions at this time — and 
the impression that if the Student 
Government wanted the new con­
stitution approved at all, it would 
only be approved as it was rewrit­
ten by the administration.
Senior Denise Kuhn, who had 
enumerated those concerns, also 
asked to know why the title of the 
Student Government was being 
changed to the Student Govern­
ment Association, saying “it serves 
no purpose to change the name.”
She told President Cemera 
and Dean of Students Kevin Kelly 
— who had been invited to the rap 
session by Cernera — that “the 
rights of the students had been 
violated."
Kuhn also wanted to know 
why the editors of the student 
publications, the Spectrum 
newspaper and Prologue year­
book were no longer going to be 
chosen by the students involved 
in those organizations. Instead 
the editors are to be chosen by an 
election committee headed by 
Student Activities Director Tom 
Kelly (see related story on page
i).
Finally, she expressed her 
frustration with the administra­
tion, saying “the reason students 
don’t get involved in anything 
around here is because nobody 
listens to our concerns.”
Dr. Cemera replied that he 
was disappointed with the “no­
body listens” statement, citing as 
his argument “a $350,0(K) ex­
ample.”
He asserted how “last spring 
a decision was made for no exten­
sion to be made to the dining hall. 
(SG President) Todd (Ross) and 
(SG Vice-President) Jason 
(Calabrese) made a case for the 
students’ concern about over­
crowding in the dining hall and
made (the extension) fly.”
“It was a win/win situation,” 
Cemera said, adding “if you all 
feel there’s not enough input, we 
have to go back and get more.”
He also expressed his “con­
cern with the perception that we’re 
doing these things to be more dif­
ficult. We’re doing these things 
for the betterment of SHU.”
Regarding the issue of on- 
versus off-campus events, Cemera 
replied that decision was final, 
saying, “It’s not inconceivable that 
if...there’s an accident” returning 
from an event, SHU is very likely 
to find itself embroiled in a legal
SeniorJ^enise Kuhn, who 
had"enumerated those 
concerns, also asked to 
know why the title of the 
Student Government was 
being changed to the 
Student Government 
Association, saying “it 
serves no purpose to 
change the name.”
battle over liability.
As for the rewrite of the Stu­
dent Government constitution, 
Cernera asked Kevin Kelly to an­
swer to that, to which he replied it 
was his understanding “the Con­
stitutional Revision Committee 
was finalizing work on the consti­
tution to submit.”
Another option the commit­
tee had available was to solicit a 
new constitution from the admin­
istration. Kelly indicated he 
“thought it would be better for 
early input on the constitutional 
revision than later,” and that it 
was not the case that that docu­
ment would have an it ’ s-this-way- 
or-the-highway finality attached 
to it.
Kelly also spoke on the issue 
of the Spectrum and Prologue 
editor elections, saying he asked
for a committee to be formed to 
accept applications for the posi­
tion of editor on the respective 
publications.
He announced that “student 
publications have a responsibility 
to the University and to the stu­
dents to provide accurate infor­
mation.”
When asked if the Spectrum 
had not upheld that responsibility 
he replied it had not, but when he 
was pressed for examples he was 
unable to come up with any at that 
point.
Many Spectrum members see 
the election committee as a power- 
play to rest control of the paper 
from students who need not an-
in an effort to create more of a 
public relations vehicle geared 
towards the University.
Dr. Ralph Corrigan, faculty 
ad V isor to the Spectrum agreed that 
“the Spectrum's responsibility is 
to report the truth in as unbiased a 
manner as possible. The paper 
should present all sides of a story 
and let the reader draw conclu­
sions from the facts.”
Other issues raised concerned 
the cost differential in the dining 
hall between commuter and resi­
dent students, the retention rate of 
SHU students from first year to 
graduation, and the fact that Stu­
dent Orientation leaders from pre­
vious years were not given right of 
first refusal for the new year.
On that count Dean Kelly in­
dicated that he “dropped the ball 
on that one” by not realizing they 
ooUreature(Lte,aEe^ in 
previous years.
As at previous President Rap 
sessions. Dr. Cemera said that 
there are few universities where 
any type of contact with the Presi­
dent of the university in a forum 
such as these sessions was unheard 
of. “The important thing is that 












Choose from thousands starting 




Worried about finding a re­
warding career opportunity 
with a growing company? If 
you play any musical in­
strument even a little bit, I 




Drive an Ice Cream truck
IN YOUR HOME TOWN IN CON­
NECTICUT OR SURROUNDING 
AREA THIS SUMMER. SeLL 
Good Humor and other ice 
CREAMS. Earn $650-$950 
PER WEEK. Apply now not in 
May. Male or Female. 
BLUE SKY BAR ICE 
CREAM (366-2641) Mon.- 
Sat. between 9-3.
INTERNATIONAL EM^
PLOYMENT - Make money 
teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan and Tai­
wan. Make $2000-$4000+ per 
month. Many provide roo & 
board + other benefits! No pre­
vious training or teaching cer­
tificate required. For Interna­
tional Employment program, call 
the International Employment 
Group: (206) 632-1146 ext. 
J5085
$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. 
Easy! No selling. You're paid 
direct. Fully Guarenteed. 
FREE Information-24 Hour 
Hotline. 801-379-2900. 
Copywright# CTO 16250
Looking to sublet my 
bedroom in beautiful 
lake front house month I am 
in Europe (5/27 - 6/24). 
$370.00. Full lake and 
house privaledges. Call 
Denise at 372-2221.
1980 Ford Fiesta 
Original Owner. Runs. As 
is. Ask for Martha Byms, 
Public Relations. Was 
$750—reduced to $400. 
372-5505 or X7887
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Students differ on quad crossing
By Michael Champagne
Associate Editor
Two different versions of a 
mud-bog crossing of the campus 
^uad were filed with the Depart­
ment of Public Safety on Friday, 
April 2 at approximately 1:30 a.m.
Aitza V. Acevedo, driving a 
Pontiac Grand Am, swerved from 
the driy^way near the Adminis­
tration Building, over the curb 
bordering the parking area, and 
proceeded over the lawn, along« 
portion of the walkway in the quad 
and across another 20 feet of lawn 
when the walkway ended. The
vehicle wound up approximately 
150 feet from the driveway, mired 
in the mud of the rain-soaked field. 
Acevedo indicated that she “pan­
icked” when she hit the grass.
“We were coming from a 
party at Jefferson Hill for one of 
our friends,” claimed Acevedo. 
“A car was coming right at me, so 
I swerved and went into the grass 
and the quad. If I didn’t swerve 
we’d all be dead,” she continued.
Not so, said two witnesses 
who wished to remain anonymous. 
They had been studying in a 
classroom overlooking the quad 
when they saw the attempted 
crossing of the quad.
“A car did not force them off 
the driveway. They just drove 
across the quad and got stuck,” 
said one witness.
“After they got stuck, we saw 
five or six people. There were five 
outside and one inside cranking it 
up (trying to loosen it from where 
it was stuck).”
Department of Public Safety 
Officer Richard Stockman said, 
“they must have thought this was 
a road.”
All of the occupants of the 
vehicle denied that they had been 
drinking at the Jefferson Hill party.
Editors: candidates need positive 
attitude about Sacred Heart
Dawn Hencinski was awarded first and second place awards in 
the typography division at the student art show now on display 
in the Gallery of Contemporary Art. The show will run through 
April 22. Photo by Dawn M. Kentosh
Continued from page 1
Director of Enrollment Commu­
nication Cathy Donahue, Director 
of Academic Advisement Mitch 
Holmes, Director of Academic 
Advisement, English Professor Dr. 
Ralph Corrigan, Student Govern­
ment President-elect J im Kraemer, 
Student Life Graduate Assistant
Cultures: event to enhance global unity
Continued from page 1
In cooperalion with the 
University of Bridgeport’s In­
ternational RelationsClub which 
includes Russians, Japanese. 
Saudi Arabians, and Korean 
students with Sacred Heart 
University’s International and 
La Hispanidad Clubs will be 
participating in the Vlulticultural 
Festival. There will be many 
activities offered in this 
festival such as international 
buffet, a fashion show, jierfor- 
mances and a mixer.
“I acknowledge this 
memorable event as a global 
unity that will enhance the un­
derstanding of different ethnic 
cultures and it’s a great contri­
bution from all cultures,” staled 
Sue Ratanavong, Secretary of 
the International Club.
For the international buffet, 
there will be a booth setup from 
ililTerenl inicrtialional students 
offering native food and infor­
mation about their native coun­
tries in the dinning hall. The
fashkm show mil be performed 
both by the international students 
of UB and SHU and will consist of 
students from Greece, Russia, 
Japanese, Saudi Arabia. Korea, 
Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Mexico, 
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Laos, 
and Thailand in the theater. The 
performances by the International 
students include traditional dances 
such as native Saudi, Russian , 
Japanese dances, Mrengue and 
Salsa Dance from La Hispanidad 
club, a Martial Arts performance 
from the Korean students, etc.
The International Festival, 
“Night Around The World” will 
be held from 6:30 p.m. to 1:00 
a.m. on Friday, April 16, 1993. 
Buffet dinner will take place from 
6:30-8:30 p.m. in the dinning hall. 
The fashion show and the perfor­
mances will take place from 8:45- 
10:30 p.m. in the SHU theate^t^,-) 
and a dance party from 10:30- 
1:00 a.m.
The cost of the ticket prices is 
affordable. “The ticket prices for 
International Festival are $5.00 
for the SHU students and $8.(K) 
for non-students, children under
live are free to attend the festi­
val and this includes interna­
tional buffet, fashion show and 
performances by various groups 
from the international commu- i 
nity of local universities,” said 
Laiantha Siriwardene, the vice 
president of International Qub.
The International Club has 
already had the dress rehearsal 
on Sunday, April 11, for the!! 
performances that will comprise 
this event. Tlie Intemationai club 
had to receive special permission 
from the Director of Public 
Safety Alison Flaum and the 
Director of SHU Theater Fred 
Sailer to have the rehearsal.
Sacred Heart University’s 
Activity’s Office, student gov­
ernment, and professors ( Dr. 
FrancesGrodzinsky and Pauline 
Yatrakis ) helped organize this 
iMuMcultura! event.
“We hope International 
Fest will bring people together 
and raise awareness of other 
cultures at SHU and in the 
community,” said Kolab Bun 
President International Club.
Firm asked to assist SHU students
FAIRFIELD - Area corporations 
are being invited to help fund the 
education of one or more members 
of tomorrow’s work force.
Under the Sacred Heart Uni­
versity Corporate Scholarship 
Program, companies can sponsor 
up to four $2,500 scholarships for 
needy students.
As part of the program, 
companies can designate which 
areas of study the scholarship 
money would cover.
Officials estimate that 89 
percent of the university’s 12,000 
alumni live and work in Connecti­
cut.
Already, several local corpo­
rations, including Barnes Engi­
neering of Shelton, have agreed to 
participate.
Barnes Vice President Bill 
Kelly said the program is a terrific 
way for companies to support 
students, and gives firms like his a 
direct impact on a future member
of the work force.
As part of the program, com­
panies would be able to follow the 
progress of the students they select 
as scholarship recipients.
“It’s a chance for companies 
to see firsthand how their money 
is actually benefitting students and 
having an impact on their lives,” 
said Diane Auger, university di­
rector of corporate relations and 
annual giving.
Jennifer Lee, Residential Life 
Graduate Assistant Tyrone 
Barnett, and a full-time faculty 
member from the English De­
partment who is yet to be named.
Corrigan, also the current 
faculty advisor to the Spectrum, 
stated, “I think Student Publication 
Board is a good idea, providing it 
represents the entire university 
community and is set up to ensure 
the integrity and quality of campus 
publications. Also, they must 
support students’ First Amend­
ment Rights of Freedom of the 
Press."
Accordinglo Kelly, there are 
certain criteria a Sacred Heart 
student has to meet in order to be 
eligible for the positions of Editor- 
In-Chief of the Spectrum and 
Prologue: the student has to be a 
full-time, undergraduate student 
for the 1993-94 academic year, 
minimum cumulative G.P.A. of 
2.70, positive attitude about SHU, 
previous journalistic experience 
(high school or college), good 
standing with the University 
Conduct Code, strong personal 
sense of responsibility and strong 
managerial skills.
The students interested for 
these positions have to fill out an 
application which can be obtained 
in the Student Activities Office 
and they have to be interviewed 
by the board. The deadline for the 
applications (obtainable in the 
Student Life office) and recom­
mendation letters is Friday, April 
23, 1993.
All students submitting an 
application will be scheduled for
an interview with the Editor Se­
lection Committee during the week 
of April. 26. The Committee is 
expected to render a decision by 
Friday, April 30, 1993. Appli­
cants will be notified of this deci­
sion in writing.
The authority of the Editor 
Selection Committee has been 
questioned, especially with the 
Freedom ofthe Press issue. Dawn 
Kentosh, Photo Editor of the 
Spectrum, stated, “From what I 
know, I do think there should be 
some committee process. But as 
in all mediums of communication, 
the Editorial Boards shouldn’t be 
pressured or swayed into covering 
stories or events which they don’t 
deem as important. We shouldn’t 
have to cover everything which 
we are told.”
Koleen Kaffan, Arts and En­
tertainment Editor of the Spectrum, 
added, “It's stifling the media. A 
student newspaper's function is to 
report to the students what is go­
ing on campus, not what the ad­
ministration wants them to hear. 
The money that supports on- 
campus media comes from the 
students, not the administrations’ 
pockets. If they feel they need to 
control it, there must be some­
thing wrong.”
Kelly stated, “ There is the 
Freedom of the Press issue that 
has been surrounding this new 
committee. The Editor Selection 
Committee is not intended to in­
terfere with the Freedom of the 
Press. The only authority this 
committee has is to attempt to find 







t Spring is here. The sun is out and the world is 
; wonderful. We marvel at how easy it is to slip into a 
j "Spring Fever" coma that blocks out the rest of life's 
? trivial problems. The flowers are in bloom and 
1 everything smells pretty.
Why, just the other day we witnessed a puppy 
I happily playing with a kitten, and all seemed right in 
1 the world. They both looked so cuddly, it reminded 
I us of a warm fuzzy towel, hot out of the dryer on a 
; cool, damp morning.
I Smelling the sweet spring air brings back 
f memories of childhood days gone by; days when our 
only cares in the world were of warm brownies and 
: tall glas.ses of frigid milk. '
; Life's problems are nothing but a forgotten 
’ dream as we lay in the dewy grass, our faces 
i warmed by nurturing rays of the bright, yellow sun.
; Butterflies flutter, birds whistle mesmerizing melo- 
. dies, and the earth is transformed into a place where 
5 any dream can come true.
Life is beautiful, and don't let anybody tell you 
^ otherwise.
|;i?;
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The Stations of the Clocks
"Hey look! It's six o'clock again!"
That was a familiar refrain in the Spectrum 
office as we happened to coincidentally notice each 
time the clock rolled up to the oft-repeated hour.
A broken clock is right twice a day. But Ihc 
broken clocks at Sacred Heart have been right 
twenty-three or twenty-four times a day.
Because we pay attention to little things like ] 
details, we noticed that every hour at approximately 
6:50, like clockwork — if you will — the minute hand 
works in tandem with the second hand. They both 
race around the face of the clock, neither gaining nor 
losing ground to the other, until at last... VIOLA!
It's six o'clock again.
It sure can be annoying when one is trying to 
get to class on time, or trying to get out of class on 
time.
But, apparently it's Just our little cross to bear, 
which is fitting Just after the Easter holiday when, as 
Catholic tradition tells, Jesus carried his through the 
stations of the cross.
We suspect he never even knew what time it 
was as he made his way through the streets, which is 
; fitting because we can't tell what time it is either.
It's been like this for over five days... fix it,
: please?
American Agenda .. .Response
By John C. Bowman
Columnist
I want to thank John Hoffman 
for writing and proving my thesis 
that the conservative faction of 
the Republican Party is intolerant 
and uncomprom ising of oppos­
ing ideas. Obviously, in Mr. 
Hoffman’s view if you are not a 
conservative then you are not a 
Republican.
This is totally 
preposterous 







John for applauding me for being 
politically involved, but I cannot 
applaud him for being politically 
repressive. Also, Mr. Hoffman 
says that I should decide my po­
litical affiliation.
Although I am a strong be­
liever in our two party system I 
stated in my original column that 
I did not believe in labels. Ap­
parently Mr. Hoffman wishes to 
redefine me when I have already 
had enough confidence to define 
myself. Mr. Hoffman accuses me 
of being a “fencesitter”, which I 
suppose would place me some­
where in the middle, right where I 
said I was in the first place. Right 
in the middle and thus, able to 
ridicule both those on the far right 
and the far left. But that would 
defeat the original intent of my
column, which was to advocate 
the use of the two party system as 
a vehicle to solve our immediate 
social problems, rather than ag­
gravate them by social intoler­
ance.
I agree with Mr. Hoffman’s 
assessment that strong conserva­
tives do deserve our support and 
that their voice is valuable. But I 
would like to remind him that we 
are a nation that claims free speech 
as one of its founding principles, 
and all points of view should be 
weighed with equal value. Mr. 
Hoffman points out that our 
country would have collapsed 
many years ago without the con­
servative goal, and I would tend to 
agree, however, America would 
have also collapsed without the 
counterbalancing liberal view 
which Mr. Hoffman so adamantly 
refuses to recognize.
Furthermore, Mr. Hoffman 
makes the exclusionary statement 
that those who advocate abortion, 
homosexuality or other so-called 
immoral issues do not deserve to 
be considered Republican. He 
further asserts that those that do 
support such causes should just 
simply cross over to the Demo­
crats.
I would like to remind Mr. 
Hoffman that there are many a 
Democrat who oppose abortion, 
homosexual equality, and other 
“moral” issues. In fact Reagan 
could not have gotten elected in 
1980 and 1984 without them. Does 
that mean that they should cross­
over and become Republicans? 
And, again, the original intent of
the parties was not to define for 
their members what was moral 
and socially acceptable, but to be 
the means by which those with 
opposing views attain political 
power.
I would also tend to agree 
with Mr. Hoffman when he states 
that there is nothing wrong with 
fearing God and advocating moral 
decency. But I guess that’s be­
cause I’m not intolerant. Again, 
these are two of the founding pil­
lars of our democratic system and 
not open to be claimed by one 
party or the other.
In conclusion, I would ask 
Mr. Hoffman to contemplate how 
his heroes, Pat Robertson and Pat 
Buchanan, who do not hold any 
form of political office, can ho 
to help the Republican Party when 
they preach exclusionism and 
alienation. Their voices are 
valuable, but fortunately a mi­
nority.
Unfortunately, they are highly 
visible in the media and have 
negatively stigmatized the rest of 
the Republican Party. Once more 
I would agree with the parties 
advocating traditional American 
ideals (those outlined in the Con­
stitution), but not demanding them 
as a criteria for admittance. Those 
ideals are unifying, not disuniting 
principles. Abraham Lincoln, the 
first Republican President, made 
the profound statement that a 
“house divided against itself can­
not stand.”
Mr. Hoffman and other con­
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In his book The Feminist 
Challenge, David Bouchier says 
that most 
•’* {jdople have no 
knowledge of 
feminism be­
yond what is 





serve male masters whose funda­





nance of the status quo.”
Always a bit skeptical to term 
myself a feminist (I’ve always 
preferred the term “humanist”) I 
asked myself if Bouchier was go­
ing a bit far with this idea.
I happened to open the Con­
necticut Post'WISE” 
section last Friday.
On the front page of the sec­
tion, in an article titled in huge 
print “Furious with Feminists,” 
author Anthony J. Moccia says of 
feminists, “They ’re trying to break 
up the marriages because they 
don’t have a happy marriage, or a 
life that’s considered normal.”
Hmm... Bouchier went on to 
explain that the powers of the press 
can reduce any social movement 
“by choosing not to report it or 
reporting it in such a way that it 
appears ridiculous.”
Hmm... I then thought about 
Rush Lambaugh’s late night talk 
shows. Lambaugh describes radi­
cal feminists as “feminazis.”
Bouchier is right. Stereotypi­
cal images are created to control 
the women’s movement.
Of course, radicals are 
present in every social group and 
although they serve the important
function of voicing things loudly 
and to an extreme, they can also 
hurt a cause. Let’s face it, some­
times radicals are scary.
In 1979, Gloria Steinam said, 
“Women may be the one group 
that grows more radical with age.”
Perhaps Steinam’s prediction 
scared law makers into changing 
laws in a way that harms women 
under the guise of being pro 
women’s liberation. In her 1981 
book The Second Stage, Betty 
Freidan explains 
“ The rhetoric of “women’s lib” 
was used to justify the granting to 
a divorced wife only “mainte­
nance,” as for an automobile, to be 
cut off, after one or two years of 
“rehabilitation,” however long she 
may have been a housewife, how­
ever ill-equipped to earn, how­
ever unstable her job.”
Maybe some feminists seem 
a bit strident or angry. Women 
currently earn around 59 cents to a 
man’s dollar for equal work. An 
average male high school dropout 
earns $1,600 a year more than a 
female college graduate.
“Hey, that’s discrimination!” 
you say.
Discrimination ideologically
angers Americans and violates the 
ideals written in our constitution. 
If someone seems “militant” and 
“angry” maybe they are. Maybe 
they should be. They are fighting 
for rights. Rights that are given to 
other Americans due to the pos­
session of certain genitalia. 
Fighting for social change is tiring 
and frustrating work.
The truth of the matter is, 
your mom or dad, grandma or 
grandpa may be a feminist. If you 
really search within yourself, you 
may find that you support the 
women’s movement.
Ask yourself a few simple 
questions: Do I believe in equal 
rights for all people? Do I believe 
in equal respect and pay for equal 
work ? Do I believe that people 
should have control over their own 
destiny? Am I willing to vote and 
fight for my beliefs?
If you answered yes to all of 
these questions, you are definitely 
a feminist. Next time the term 
pops up, instead of conjuring up 
your age old stereotypical image, 
open your mind and maybe your 
grandma’s face will be looking 
back at you.
The Campus Voice
By Dawn M. Kentosh
Have you been stricken 








"I believe I have. I feel an inability 




"Yes, I've been stricken, and I 
can't wait to get out and see the 




"No, I'm still wearing long pants."





I am an oddity magnet. 
Sirango things has e a tendency 
to occur in my immediate vi­
cinity. 1 don’t know why this 
is, but I've always thought it 










fabled squirrel rescue, or the 
free S90 lobstcrfe.st, or the fish 
rescue or the home gym fiasco 
happen around me, 1 just shrug 
and write them down. And as 
always. I include the disclaimer: 
I am not making this up!
Two w'ceks ago, in per­
haps the strangest event 1 have 
ever had the misfortune to wit­
ness, in another incident in the 
never ending struggle of nature 
versus man in our ecosystem, 
in a horticultural happening of 
pathologically pastoral patron­
age, a woman at work rescued 
a plant.
It started off as a day much 
like any other day, but this day 
was different; this was the day 
the Vegetator would come. He 
comes about once a week. No 
one knows his name. He is 
armed with a spray bottle and 
fertilizer pellets. He rides one 
of those little Chia-Pet cows. 
He tends the plants —- the 
Vegetator.
Chrysanthemums cringe in 
his presence. Tulips tremble in 
his wake. Roses recoil from his 
shadow, for he has dirt on them 
all (bad pun bonus: -i-25 words). 
His green thumb has the power 
to snap the hiudiest of saplings
like a twig. Mo can pistil whip on 
a whim. He has tremendous sta- 
men-a for getting at the root of the 
problem. (Once again my father 
has broken in and pun-tuated the 
text with the fertile seeds of his 
humor—Hey bud! Leaf iialonel).
Perhaps the most important 
power of the Vegetator. however, 
is his control over life and death. 
He decides who will sit in the sun 
and who will languish in the men’s 
room, //^controls who will bloom 
^d w'ho will be mulched so that 
others may live. He determines 
who should be uprooted and 
thrown in the dumpster. And thus 
our story begins...
1 know what you’re thinking. 
You’re wondering how I know 
that the Vegetator discards of those 
who have fallen into disfavor by 
tossing them in the dumpster (or 
perhaps you are merely wondering 
why you are still reading this). 
Status in the w'orkplace is olten 
determined by office placement. 
Comer offices have certain con­
notations. Window offices have 
different connotations. My office 
has a window that overlooks the 
dumpsters behind the building 
(Please insert your own connota­
tion in this space:
.)
In any event, on this particu­
lar day, the Vegetator had passed 
judgement on a free standing pot­
ted plant in our reception area. 
The plant was large, unw ieldy and 
had numerous sharply pointed 
leaves protruding at odd angles. 
This particular type of plant is 
commonly known as (once again, 
I am not making this up!) 
Mother-in-law's tongue. (Please 
use the space provided above to 
insert your own mother-in-law 
joke).
Shirley, our department sec­
retary, mother, and generally the
brains of the whole outfit (also 
adumpsterwmdow inhabitant), 
claimed that she could “hear 
the plant crying out for help as 
it suffocated in that dark, dank 
dumpster, slowing turning, to 
mulch.” Upon hearing this 
greenery guilt trip, resident 
members of the People Help­
ing To Finish the Fouling of 
Forestry'(P//7Ff7'7) gathered 
in my office to look concerned 
and start a betting pool on 
whether Shirley was really go­
ing to jump into that dumpster 
(in a skirt no less) to snatch the 
shrubbery from the brink of 
compost.
Shirley exited the back 
door of the loading dock with a 
defiant sneer on her face. The 
sky grew dark, the day grew 
quiet, the deficit grew. She 
advanced slowly toward the 
dumpster as someone began to 
whistle that song that they used 
to play in the old Westerns, 
right before the gunfighters 
drew their guns. Two large 
black birds to the right chanted 
“Dever Blore, Dever Blore” 
(They had colds—who knew?).
We watched from the win­
dow, powerless to help her as 
the Vegetator began to close in 
behind her, Shirley leapt into 
the dumpster and stotxl tall, 
waving the plant above her head 
in a triumphant ge.sturc just as 
the Vegetator clo.sed in behind 
her. The sun reappeared and 
she caught a glimpse of what 
was behind her in the windows 
of the building.
Shirley feinted left and 
dispatched the Vegetator with 
a quick thrust of her new plant. 
He never had a chance against 
Mother-in-law’s tongue.
“I’ll be back, Vegetator,” 
Shirley sneered, as the sun 
shone, the plant wilted, and the 
deficit grew....
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Q^etters to the Editor...
From incoming S.G.A. president:
STUDENT NEED TO BAND TOGETHER
Dear Editor:
Greetings from your new 
Student Government Association 
President. I would like to thank 
everyone who voted for me. I will 
not let you down.
For those who did not vote 
for me, I promise to work diligently 
at serving your needs as well. I 
can only hope that 1 can earn the 
trust you placed Jason or Lloyd.
I want everyone to know that 
the door to my office will always 
be open. I am here for you, the 
students. I will always be willing 
to hear complaints, take criticism, 
answer questions, or just chat. I 
also encourage everyone to utilize 
the suggestion box in the main 
hallway. As a reminder, the Stu­
dent Government meetings are 
open to the entire University com­
munity. I would love to see every­
one there.
If I could ask one thing of 
everyone, it would be to overlook 
the differences that divide us and 
realize that we are all students. 
Teamwork is essential. If we all 
work together, wecan accomplish 
anything. If we are divided, we 
will be ineffective. I am your 
president; however, I am only as 
strong as you are. Incedyourhelp 
to make things happen.
I am looking forward to a 
great year. 1 know we can make a 
difference not only for next year 
but for future years as well. I only 




Letter writer singled out groups
TO LAY BLAME
To The Editor,
In response to John 
Hoffman’s letter to the editor in 
last week’s edition, I wish to state 
that he once again is singling out a 
select group of people or person to 
lay the blame for this country’s 
ills.
I thought in a previous letter, 
he blamed non-Christians; in 
particular, women who chose to 
have abortions, for everything 
fr0m4he Fallof the Roman Empire 
to today’s immorality. This week, 
it seems the Democrats and in 
particular, Mr. William J. Bennett, 
is responsible for all our crime 
because we no longer have one 
minute of prayer in school!
Get real, Mr. Hoffman, you 
are giving Mr. Benett for too much 
credit. Let us not forget the 12 
years of a Republican dominated
executive branch and their lack of 
concern for the needs of the people. 
The ‘Education President’ did 
nothing to improve our education 
system. In fact, hin only sugges­
tion was to create the ‘New 
American Schools .’’which would 
further segregate the elite from 
the minorities who were not as 
fortunate as to have received 
educational support and encour­
agement from their home envi­
ronment.
As for Pat Buchanan and Pat 
Robertson, their ‘religious right’ 
agenda smacks of racism and 
sexism, as revealed in their Re­
publican convention speeches. As 
a result, even die-hard Republicans 
came to their senses and rejected 
the Republican platform.
There is, however, one thing 
on which you and I agree, Mr.
Security on campus needs to be
ADDRESSED AT THE TOP
Dear Editor:
On February 23, 1993, my 
car was stolen from one of the 
school’s parking lots. An article 
appeared in the Spectrum on 
March 4 regarding this incident. 
Within the past week, another 
students’ car has been stolen, 
bringing the total to 11 in the past 
7 1/2 months.
On April 6,1 spoke with Dr. 
Cernera regarding this matter. 
Some of you may have signed the 
petition to improve security. If 
not, please do so. (I left one in the 
Spectrum office). Dr. Cernera has 
graciously promised that there will 
be an open forum in September 
and that he will accept the peti­
tion.
However, I was informed that 
I personally do not adequately
represent the student body. I do 
not agree with this statement. I, as 
an individual, as you are all indi­
viduals, do comprise the student 
body of this University.
My questions regarding 
physical attacks on campus were 
met with denial. Please, do not let 
this issue merely be swept under 
the carpet. If you or someone you 
know has been the victim of any 
type of crime or are concerned 
with your own safety or that of 
your peers, I urge you to address 
this matter to Dr. Cernera. Let 
him know that you are concerned, 
that public safety is not meeting 
our needs. No improvements will 
be made without your help. Please 




w'E'RE FIGHTING FOR American Heart IbI 
vouR LIFE Association
Spectrum should remain strictly student-run
Dear Mr. Nicholson:
It has come to my attention 
that the administration of Sacred 
Heart University is planning to 
“take charge” of the Spectrum 
newspaper and other “visible” 
organization because the Uni­
versity will be funding the op­
eration of these organi/alions 
and feel that the students (who 
are currently part of that orga­
nization and those who plan to 
be part of thatorganiz^ation) need 
guidance to form a successful 
paper.
As a part time student, I 
hove become a “helping hand” 
to the Spectrum staff and can 
a.ssure the administration that 
the students who are part of that 
office are concerned with the 
materials contained in each and 
every edition of the paper. By 
allowing members of the ad­
ministration to oversee the pa­
per, the students who write for 
the papermay not be guaranteed 
the right to free speech through 
the first amendment. Students 
may feel intimidated by the ad­
ministrations presence and 
therefor they will be unable to 
freely express themselves,
I have been reading the
Spectrum since I first came to 
SHU in 1987. Since then many 
successful changes have been 
made to the paper by the students 
by the aid of their advisor. Stu­
dents past and present have made 
the Spectrum a succes sful, award- 
winning paper and almost every 
student on the newspaper staff has 
a journalistic background.
The Spectrum, to the best of 
my knowledge, has always been 
run by the students of SHU and 
should stay that way. other area 
universities allot grants to student 
run university newspapers (and 
other university organizations) and 
let the students run the newspaper 
(and organizations) with little or 
no administrative guidance. It 
disturbs me as a student and 
alumnus of SHU that this school, 
whose motto has become “learn­
ing through experience” is plim- 
ning to interfere with the learning 
experience by placing members 
of the administration to “oversee” 
every part of the paper, especially 
since the Spectrum and other 
visible organizations have been 
so successful and have made a 
good name for SHU. The paper 
(and other organizations) has the 
aid of its advisor whom the stu­
dents comsult. Students who are 
part of these organizations gain 
the experience they will need 
for the future.
I have seem the hard work 
these students put into the paper 
and would hate to see them be­
come second hand because the 
university and not Student Gov­
ernment (due to a change m the 
budget) will be funding organi­
zations. Students need to be 
given the chance to work to­
gether as a team and learn how 
to carry out a .specific task 
i.e.overseeing the beginning and 
completing of the university 
newspaper to leam what that 
task entails and how to go about 
completing it. I am not against 
students working with faculty 
or administration, but I feel that 
organizations such as the Spec­
trum should continue to be run 
by the students with their advi­
sors to advise them but not take 
over the project. After all, the 
money being used to fund these 
organizations, initially came 




Class of 1991_____________ y
Hoffman. The ‘new liberal’ Re­
publicans should indeed cross over 
to the Democrats. The word lib­
eral, by Webster’s definition 
means “one who is open minded” 
and “one who is in favor of 
progress.” If anyone fits this de­
scription, Democrats will wel­
come you with open arms! 
Hopefully, your party, Mr. 
Hoffman, will become an even 
smaller minority.
Jane A Pottle 
Continuing Ed Student
The Sisters of
Nu Epsilon Omega Sorority 










YEARBOOK CLUB PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE TAKEN ON...
TUESDAY APRIL 20, AND 27TH.
THESE ARE THE ONLY DAYS PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN! I!
If a club is not photographed at this time it may 
not be included in the 1993 Prologue yearbook!
Tuesday. April 20th
From 11-12:30 
















In Hawley Lounge 
Italian
College Republican 
Stud. Orientation Leaders 
Student Ambassador
Gamm Omega Delta 
Gamma Chi Zeta 
Nu Epsilon Omega 
Sigma Tau Omega f





If you feel you need another time or day then the club president needs to call us 
and let us know. The yearbook can be reached at 371-7962.
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Myths about homophobia and homosexuality dispelled
By Jason Dalrymple
Stajf Writer
Pick ten of your friends, any 
ten people you know, or four 
families. Now try and guess which 
one of those ten people is gay, 
lesbian or bisexual, or which of 
the four families has a member 
who is gay, lesbian, or bisexual.
In all likelihood, you don’t 
know. It is estimated by some 
social justice experts that 1 out of 
every 10 people is gay, lesbian, or 
bisexual, and that 1 in 4 families 
have a member who is gay, lesbian, 
or bisexual. Put simply, you 
probably know someone who is 
oriented different from you sexu­
ally.
The overall view of gay, 
lesbian, or bisexual behavior is 
seen to be fear. According to the 
National Institute of Justice, les­
bian and gay men are the most 
frequent targets of hate crimes in 
the United States. In fact, ac­
cording to a study done by Herek 
and Berrill in 1990, anti-gay vio­
lence rose 11% in Chicago, 20% 
in Los Angeles, 29% in San 
Francisco, 65% in New York, and 
a staggering 75% in Boston from 
figures in 1980.
Why do Americans have a 
problem with gays, lesbians, and 
bisexuals? According to one re­
cent stereotype, gays and lesbians
are sexual predators. However, 
one homosexual student at Sacred 
Heart, who asked to remain 
anonymous, believes that, “even 
though there are a number of ho­
mosexuals who fit the stereotype, 
they are the minority.”
If gays and lesbians do not fit 
that stereotype, what is the differ­
ence between a homo­
sexual and a heterosexual 
relationship? “Nothing, 
really,” says the student, 
who has experienced both 
heterosexual and homo­
sexual relationships.
“We get together, and 
go to dinner or a movie, 
hold hands, maybe, or look 
affectionately at each 
other. Ifthe attraction was 
more, then we may kiss or 
even go back to one of our 
apartments to become 
more intimate,” the stu­
dent explained.
In a conservative atmosphere 
such as Sacred Heart, says the 
student, it is difficult to find others 
who are gay, lesbian, or bisexual, 
not necessarily for intimate rela­
tionships, but rather, to form a 
support group.
In fact, one attempt was made 
by the Counseling Center to gather 
a group together, but only two 
people made an appearance, and 
one of them was heterosexual to 
show that there was some support
for gays lesbians, and bisexuals in 
the heterosexual community.
“I was disappointed,” the stu­
dent says, “that I was the only one 
who showed up. I really could 
have used a support network.”
One reason the support group 
is necessary, according to the stu­
dent, is that they have to hide who
they are. This was not something 
the student, who came from a 
liberal community college, was 
accustomed to. There were no 
worries about being stigmatized, 
adds the student.
Where does Sacred Heart 
stand on the issue of homosexual­
ity on campus? According to the 
Mission Statement of the Univer­
sity, its task is to, “teach students 
in the Catholic intellectual tradi­
tion.”
In terms of homosexuality. 
Monsignor Gregory Smith of the 
Institute of Religious and Pastoral 
Studies says, “It is difficult to be 
that specific when talking about 
the Catholic intellectual tradition.”
Monsignor Smith adds that, 
in general, the Catholic intellec­
tual tradition is to “use 
reason to search for truths 
which can be both indi­
vidually and spiritually 
inspired,” and in terms of 
homosexuality or homo­
phobia-related topics in 
the classroom, he said, 
“Any subject should be 
openly addressed, but al­
lowing homosexuality as 
a class or as a topic within 
a class should be up to the 
faculty and administra­
tion.”
The task of the univer­
sity itself, according to 
Sister Anne Louise 
Nadeau of the Counseling Center, 
is “to provide a safe environment 
for students conducive to study.”
Sister Anne also adds, “If 
there is anything that makes the 
atmosphere threatening or unsafe, 
the university has a legal and moral 
obligation to educate the commu­
nity on what it is that prevents this 
from becoming a comfortable en­
vironment.”
“Sacred Heart reflects soci­
ety,” says Father Thomas Thome,
university chaplin. “In society, 
there is ambiguity towards homo­
sexuality, and homophobia is the 
proper way to defend the tradi­
tional lifestyle,” that being the 
typical male-female heterosexual 
relationship.
Where does the problem lie, 
then, in terms of homosexuality? 
“Some would say that according 
to church teaching it is OK to be 
gay, but the person must be celi­
bate, whereas others contend that 
the celibacy required of homo­
sexuals is a violation of their sexual 
rights, which is where the problem 
lies,” according to Thome.
Thorne also adds that the 
teaching of the church’s funda­
mentals has led to much misin­
terpretation. “The problem is that 
theoretical acceptance of the gos­
pel puts value on the mandate of 
unconditional love for everybody, 
including gays, lesbians, and bi­
sexuals.”
In other words, says Father 
Thorne, homosexuality is, ac­
cording to the gospel, a sin only if 
it involves either open celebration 
of homosexuality or sexual inti­
macy between partners of the same 
sex. It is the assumption that all 
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals en­
gage in sex that leads to the fear 
and anger of homophobia.
“Will it change?” asks Father 
Thome. “Of course it will.”
It is estimated by some social 
justice experts that 1 out of 
every 10 people is gay, lesbian, 
or bisexual, and that 1 in 4 
families have a member who is 
gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Put 
simply, you probably know 
someone who is oriented 
different from you sexually.




Imagine someone deciding 
whether or not to interview you 
for your “dream job” by scanning 
your resume for about a minute. 
According to a recent Chicago 
Tribune article, 60 second tests 
are a reality in the tough job market 
of 1993.
These days, when preparing 
a resume, experts such as career 
consultant Tom Jackson suggest 
that job hunters customize rather 
than generalize.
“It’s important to research a 
company and figure out where 
you could fit in,” Jackson said in 
the Tribune article.
Here are some helpful tips to 
create a winning resume for 1993:
• Make sure that you cus­
tomize each resume to fit specific 
needs of particular companies.
• Don’t try to generalize what 
you can do and produce a bulk 
resume.
• Figure out where you can fit 
in a particular company and con­
vince the prospective employer 
that you were made for their 
company.
• Lose the bold OBJEC­
TIVES as your first statement. 
Instead, create a tight, well-written 
“summary statement” that keeps 
an employer’s options open 
and doesn ’ t limit your capabilities.
• A summary statement 
should follow your personal in-
ball game
formation (name, address, etc.) and 
shouldn’t run longer than three 
sentences.
• Instead of writing a compact 
resume that fills up one page, say 
all that you need to and go on to 
the second page page if necessary.
According to Kim Marino, 
author of The College Student’s 
Resume Guide, “So many stu­
dents are terrified at the idea of 
having a two-page resume, they 
use smaller typefaces and cram 
too much information onto one 
page. NEVER DO THIS. These 
resumes will limit your chances of 
getting interviews. No employer 
wants to bother with a resume that 
is too difficult to read.”
Marino suggests that job 
hunters add “continued” or “more” 
at the bottom of page one and start 
page two with a name and address 
heading.
Another important point is 
streamlining, make sure that if you 
push your resume to a second page 
it is for a reason. A job summary 
that includes flipping burgers one 
summer will not get you anywhere 
in the corporate world, unless of 
course you can make it pertinent 
to the position that you desire.
As Bob Weinstein empha­
sizes in his book Resumes For 
Hard Times, “It’s a whole new 
ball game played by new rules. 
Understand from the onset that no 
one is waiting for you. You have 
to prove yourself and make your 
presence known.”
SPRINGFEST SEMI-FORMAL 
"Captured In A Dream "
Saturday, May 1st 
8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. 
Oronoque Country Club 
Students $10 Non-students $15
Includes choice of Prime Rib or Chicken Francaise, 
champagne toast and open soda bar.
21 and over to drink with ID 
Shuttle Schedule 
a! ’ , . Depart;
Taft 7:30 Taft 8:30
Park Ridge 7:37 Park Ridge 8:37
Jefferson Hill 7:45 Jefferson Hill 8:45
Return;
12:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m.
Tickets available 4/19-4/30
outside of Dining Hall or in Student Life Office
Benjamin Hoff captivates in The Te
By Jason Dalrymple
Staff Writer
Benjamin Hoff, in his latest 
work, The Te of Piglet (Dutton, 
$ 16.(X)), utilizes various characters 
from Winnie the Pooh and The 
House at Pooh Corner to describe 
aspects of what he thinks to be the 
correct principles of the ancient 
Chinese religion, Taoism.
“ It is hard to be brave,”said 
Piglet, sniffing slightly, “when 
you’re only a very small animal.”
Rabbit, who had begun to 
write very busily, looked up and 
said:
“ It is because you are a very 
small animal that you will be useful 
in the adventure before us.”
This is the opening statement 
and principle used by Hoff to set 
the tone of the discourse of the 
book. Hoff focuses on the Taoist 
idea of Te (pronounced DEH), 
meaning Virtue, especially Virtue 
of the Small, and defines the idea 
in terms of the A.A. Milne char­
acter Piglet, who just happens to 
be one of the Small. In addition, 
Hoff utilizes the characters of 
Tigger and Eeyore to describe the 
two opposite extremes in opposi-
rhe Te of Piglet
nmin Hoff
of i fif im nj Pmh
BOOKS
tion to Virtue, which he calls the 
Tigger Effect and the Eeyore Ef­
fect. The simplicity of the names 
of these ideals reflects the sim­
plicity of both the idea of Te and 
the entire book itself.
Though categorized as non­
fiction, the book is remarkably 
fiction-like, which makes it both 
more readable and easier to com­
prehend. Hoff picks excellent 
quotes from ancient Taoist litera­
ture and delectable little tidbits 
from the Pooh books to illustrate 
the simplicity of using one^ 
smallness and virtue to achieve 
greatness. He then turns these 
points on current western societal 
trends and problems, and proceeds 
to critique the general population 
by labeling them as either 
“Eeyores” or “Tiggers.”
However, in his critiques of 
western society and its population, 
I believe Hoff out-does himself by 
attacking too many aspects of 
western thought and philosophy 
in one sitting. Though his criti­
cisms are well thought-out and, in 
my opinion, well-founded, his
of Piglet
options would require that every 
human being in western civiliza­
tion read this book (which they 
should do anyway).
Overall, Benjamin Hoff has 
created a successfully humorous 
supplement to his 1982 book The 
Tao of Pooh. His clever use of 
lA.A.Milne’scharacters, including 
Pooh, Rabbit, Owl, Tigger, 
Eeyore, and, of course. Piglet, 
combined with the ancient wis­
dom from Taoist masters of an­
cient China delights and enraptures 
any reader with an open mind and 
growing soul.
And though his criticisms of 
western society are harsh and far- 
reaching, his options for change 
are possible if more people were 
to read, comprehend and inter­
nalize the subject matter.
“Have we reached the end?” 
asked Piglet.
“Yes,”I replied. “1 suppose
so.”
“It seem^ to be the end,” said 
Pooh.
“It does. And yet-”
“Yes, Piglet?”
“For me, it also seems like the 
beginning.”




Those who have seen the 
popular musical Les Miserables, 
known affectionately as Les Mis, 
will agree that it is extraordinary 
entertainment. The musical has 
won numerous awards including 
a Tony for Best Musical! 1987) 
and has been performed world- 
vide.
I was fortunate enough to see 
' V Miserahles for the second time 
ring Spring Break. Addition­
ally, I was lucky to see the in­
comparable Lea Salonga (1991
Tony Award Winner as Best Ac­
tress in a Musical for Miss Saigon) 
in a role of Eponine.
The musical, based on the 
novel of the same name by Victor 
Hugo, revolves around ex-convict 
Jean Valjean who yearns to reform 
himself but is continually tor­
mented by cruel Police Inspector 
Javert. Valjean is given the chance 
to start his life anew by taking in a 
young girl named Cosette, whose 
mother has just died. There is 
much more to the story but it would 
be unfair to reveal other elements 
if you have not already seen it.
The main reason I wanted to 
see Les Mis again was for the 
chance to see Lea Salonga in the 
pivotal role of the doomed 
Eponine. After seeing her moving, 
tragic, and award winning per­
formance as Kim in Miss Saigon,
I became an instant fan.
Besides her striking beauty, 
Salonga possess strong acting 
abilities, a beautiful voice, and 
has a remarkable stage presence. 
Herpowerful, yet soft voice seems 
to move right through you and has 
been put to good use over the past 
few months. She was the singing 
voice of Jasmine in Disney’s 
Aladdin and is featured on the new 
recording of The King and 1 which 
also features Julie Andrews and 
Ben Kingsley(G<7«(J/;/). Al­
though the entire cast of Les Mis 
was excellent, Salonga was the 
standout.
LesMi^ffilNes, now in its 
s^^year on Bro^wly, has jlosb 
none of its power over the years.
unlike the long running 
Cari which I recently 
reviewed. The show is 
still able to move audi­
ences and make them 
hope for a brighter future.
Although the show takes 
place during the 1800’s, 
its theme of love, death, 
and forgiveness remain 
prevalent today.
The show’s im­
mense popularity can be 
credited to its directors,
Trevor Nunn and John 





Phantom Of The Opera,
Miss Saigon). All of these fine 
professionals work together to 
present an unforgettable musical 
that will leave a lasting impression 
ojon those who see it.
Student tickets for Les
Lea Salonga
Miserables are available at the 
Box Office for a mere $ 15, a price 
hard to beat considering theatre 
tickets can cost up to $65. If 
interested, call Telecharge at (212) 
239-6200. for information.
To all the people i^o think the press goes 
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
WASHINGTON (AP) - New details 
about the Naw'
To learn more about the role of a 
Bee Press and how it protects your 
rights, coil the First Amendment 
Center at 1-800-542-1600.
tudi Th
Iwaters about 30 miles 
from the closest point of the Okinawa
If the press 
didn’t tell us, 
who would?
A pubiic sefMce rne&saite of The .Ati Councii ina fhe Societv oi Proics'
,
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Sommersby didn't do much at the 
box office, but will make a good rental
Todd Cerino
A&E Writer
Anyone looking for an in­
triguing, romantic drama should 
check out Sommersby, the film 
starring Academy Award winner 
Jodie Foster(r/?e Accused, The 
Silence of the Lambs) and Richard 
GcreiPretty Woman). Though it 
didn’t do much at the box office, 
the film can still be found at a few 
theatres. The film is based loosely 
on Daniel Vignes’s french film. 
The Return Of Martin Guerre, 
starring Gerard Depardieu(Grcen 
Card).
Sommersby is set in 1865 
Virginia, as Jack 
Sommersby(Gere) returns home 
from the Civil War after being 
presumed dead. His wife, 
Laurel(Foster), welcomes him 
back but is surprised at how 
changed he is. The once harsh and 
abusive husband has become 
loving and supportive, causing 
Laurel and the townspeople to 
suspect that “Jack Sommersby” is 
an imposter.
The story will keep you 
guessing until the emotionally 
charged finale when Jack’s iden­
tity is finally revealed in a court­
room. Pay close attention and 
don’t get distracted, or you ’ 11 miss 
the surprising outcome.
Sommersby is enjoyable but 
not particularly memorable. When 
I sat down to write this review, I 
tried to think of certain things that 
made the movie entertainirig. If 
was surprisingly difficult. I then 
realized that besides superb work 
by Gere and Foster, there isn’t 
much in it that excited me.
Foster once again displays her 
notable acting abilities that have 
been finely tuned over the past 
few years. She brings both warmth
FILM
confused yet loving wife Laurel. 
Additionally, she allows the audi­
ence to sense her reluctance to­
wards the “new” warm and loving 
advances from her long absent 
husband.
Foster has emerged as a rising 
young star with a successful career 
and a promising future. If she 
continues to take on exceptional 
roles such as this, her future will 
be secured.
On the same note, Gere is 
^beginning to take on roles that are 
deep-rooted. His role as a man 
with something to hide both riv­
eting and mysterious. He is able 
to sustain audience interest for his 
unpredictable character through­
out the entire film.
Gere is an excellent actor 
whose talents have been wasted
films(Breathless, American 
Gigolo). But, his performance in 
Sommersby is ranked high up there 
with his excellent performances 
in Pretty Woman and Internal Af­
fairs.
Because of the outstanding 
work by Foster and Gere it is easy 
to say that Sommersby is a good 
film. But, although I enjoyed it 
immensely there was nothing 
about it that remained in my mind 
besides Foster’s and Gere’s per­
formances. The film is primarily 
a showcase for the superb acting 
talents of both actors.
' So, if you’re looking for a 
mysterious, romantic drama, you 
won’t be disappointed with 
Sommersby. However, don’t be 
surprised if it becomes a distant 
memory within a few hours. The 
film is nothing you haven’t seen 
before.
A&E BRIEFS
Compiled by Koleen Kaffan and Michael Champagne
The Days to be taped on campus
A soap opera starring Sacred Heart students 
from Piotr Gzowski’s Acting II and Drama Work­
shop classes looks to begin taping tomorrow on 
location in Chubby’s Lounge at 12:30 p.m. The 
lounge will be closed for production, but people who 
are interested in being extras within the video pro­
duction are encouraged to stop by the lounge.
The project is a joint effort between Gzowski’s 
students and Dr. Rebecca Abbott’s Video Production 
class, which will be taping the show.
The cast of The Days is Michael Champagne as 
Jack Sorbetta, Julie D’Eramo as Payton Hill, Matt 
Harrison as Treb Wilson. Matt Jones as Steve 
Caldwell, Thomas A.J. Mackie as Colton 
McMasiers, Jerry Nicoli as James Marshall III, 
Jennifer Skene as Siobhan Michaels, and Monica 
Zimmerman as Tiffany Stadler.
If you want to know the plot, you’ll have to 
catch the episodes as they air on SHU-TV and 
evenings in Chubby’s Lounge. Show times are to be 
announced.
SHU artists exhibited in Gallery
Senior Portfolio Night, where area professionals 
are invited to view the graphic design and illustration 
majors’ work. The reception held on Friday, April 
23 from 4-8 p.m. is the first one to be held on cam­
pus. Also the students’ work will be shown until 
April 22 for the general public. For more info call 
the gallery at 365-7650 or the art department at 371- 
7737.
Leaders of the New School
An actual band, with an actual record contract, 
will actually be at SHU! Leaders Of The New 
School will be in the gym this Saturday at 8pm. 
Tickets are $5 for SHU students and $15 for the rest 
of the world.
and passion to her role as the previously in some mindless
Lulabox a very groovy band
Koleen Kaffan
A&E Editor
Following in the footsteps of 
Curve, Belly and The Blake Babies 
is a hot new band from England 
called, Lulabox. With their self 
entitled debut album, the band 
consisting of Mary Cassidy on 
vocals, Stephen Ferrera on drums, 
bass, keyboards, and program­
ming, and Mike Cozzi on guitars, 
the sound is a loud powerful one 
with the balance of Cassidy’s soft 
(at times raspy) vocals.
The album opens with the first 
song, “Ride On” which has been 
finding a cozy place on the college 
radio charts recently. While the 
music is melodic and very dancible 
the sound is hard edged and 
Cassidy’s beautiful voice takes 
you into her trance as she sings-”I 
wanna see you dance/1 wanna see 
you crawl/1 wanna see your face/ 
Smashed against the wall”.
While Ferrera was growing
MUSIC
up in Boston he knew the coolest 
place to be a musician was New 
York City so he moved there in his 
teens. Meanwhile across the 
ocean, Cassidy was growing up 
knowing she wanted to be a singer 
and songwriter and secretly writ­
ing poetry. When Ferrera h?id a. 
chance to go to London he went 
and met up with her.
One night when the two of 
them went to a club together they 
heard Mike Cozzi and knew he 
would be interesting to work with. 
And from then on Lulabox was 
created. With songs like “I Be­
lieve” (their first single), “Ava”, 
and “Choked” the band proves 
their range and incredible sound. 
The powerful sound backed up 
with Cassidy’s lyrics make such a 
great mix. The album is on Ra­
dioactive Records and can be 
found in the alternative section of 
your favorite record store.
Your moola goes farther 
at Oola!
a
your next purchase of $4‘’“or morel





The Candy Store 
Trumbull Shopping Park
OO/YAkmi^. THe/SAY/f=
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THE Crossword by Wilson McBeath
ACROSS 
1 Minor prophet 










19 Levin and 
Gershwin
20 First part of 
quotation trom 
Cicero
















51 Not on scheduie
53 City on the 
Rhine








68 Third pari of 
quotation
69 Matched
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22 Cousin of ante
25 Bristle
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Advertise.
Call Joe Downer, 371-7966
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cTo: THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY From: Dr. T. Trebon, ProvostA^P for Academic Affairs,
During the past eighteen months, many from our community have been energetically at work preparing our Reaccreditation Self-Study Report 
as part of the ten year institutional reaccreditation effort required by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. The work is finally 
completed!
In preparation for the visit to campus by the NEASC reaccreditation team from April 18-21, there will be an open forum on:
THURSDAY. APRIL 15. 11:00 a.m. - NOON, in SCHINE AUDITORIUM.
All members of the campus community are also invited to meet the visiting team members 
at a special campus reception on:
MONDAY. APRIL 19. 4:00 - 5:30 p.m.. in HAWLEY LOUNGE.
Additionally, all are invited to attend the team's final exit interview, at which time the 
team's report will be read, on:
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 21. 11:00 a.m.. in SCHINE AUDITORIUM. ,
Finally, if you happen to meet any members of the reaccreditation team, please welcome 
them to campus. They may well take time to meet and talk with anyone on campus.
Let me take this opportunity to express much appreciation to all faculty, students, staff, 
and administrators who have worked very hard to prepare our self-study report. Special 
words of thanks go to Dr. Angela DiPace Fritz, chair of the self-study review committee, 
and members of the task force responsible for overseeing the process.
WE CAN ALL BE VERY PROUD OF OUR EFFORTS AND OUR ACHIEVEMENTS!
I invite you to read through the self-study. Copies arc available in the 
following locations and offices:
• Library (at the main, reserve and reference desks)
• President
• Provost and VP for Academic Affairs
• Dean of Freshman
• VP for Finance and Administration
• Dean of Students
• w VB fijniJBnrdlmenl ^faiijj
• Learning Center
• VP for In-stitutional Advancement
• AlP
• Director Multicultural Affairs
:;. : : * Counseling Center 
^Student Housing
• Faculty Area Chairpersons
• Spectrum
• Director of Financial Aid
• Registrar
• Director of Admissions
• Personnel Office
• Faculty Senate President 
:i* Slhdent Body Offiicrs :
■ *:Directorof StaxBfarWLiAoi: , .
• Dean of Graduate Studies and Continuing Education
The Spectrum apologizes for the lack of 
Baseball and Softball coverage this week. 
Anyone interested in covering either of these 
two sports (writing/photos), please contact 
Chris, Mike or Amy at 371-7963 or 7966.
Client/Server Database Software
DataBase International, Inc., world leader in PC database software, is 
launching an independent division to leverage our unique technology in the 
high-growth market for client/server application development tools. We are 








Product Engineers are responsible for insuring that our customers successfully 
complete even their most complex, multi-platform development projects. We 
believe our tools to be the best in the industry and are ready to back that up 
with a "no-excuses" commitment to customer satisfaction. To achieve this, our 
Product Engineers work with both our customers and our software development 
team to perform a range of duties, including: software testing, application 
development, consulting, training and technical support (phone, fax, BBS, 
CompuServe, and on-site). One year experience in at least two of the 
following is required:
• MS-Windows or other GUI • Technical support
• Software testing • C programming
• Database programming • Network administration
_______ • Object-oriented programming (C+-F or other)________________
““ t: Technical Writer
Great software requires great documentation. Working with the software 
development, technical services, and product management teams, the 
documentation team provides the on-line and printed documentation for our 
client/server database development tools. As part of this team, you will be 
documenting our user interface, object-oriented programming language, and 
C+-F libraries. You should have experience using and/or documenting:
• Desktop publishing software • On-line help 
_______ • Programming languages_______• Graphical user interfaces
You must be able and willing to work in a high-energy, demanding 
environment that offers tremendous potential for professional growth.
Send your resume to: DataBase International, Inc.
7 Cambridge Drive 
Trumbull, CT 06611
_________________ Attn.: Edward Spruck - REI_______________
No phone calls or recruiters, please.
I
We are committed to a diverse workplace. EOE M/F/DA^
Sacred Heart University Sports PIONEERS
Gentleman ruggers split a pair
By Thomas A.J. Mackie
Sports Writer
The day was cold; the oppo­
sition was late; but the men ’ s rugby 
team was ready to ruck and roll.
The game on Saturday, April 
3, against Salve Regina University 
saw Sacred Heart dominate the 
field in a 35-0 triumph which 
looked for a while like it might not 
happen at all.
Scheduled to begin at 1:00 
p.m., the game did not start until 
2:30 because of the late arrival by 
the Salve Regina team. Minutes 
before Regina’s arrival, the referee 
for the contest called a forfeit and 
gave the game to the SHU team, 
but when Salve Regina showed 
moments later, it was decided to 
play the game.
“We really just wanted to 
play,” said team-captain Mike 
Matkovic. “We could have taken 
the win and walked, but that’s not 
what it’s all about,” he continued.
The combination of frustra­
tion and cold weather seemed to 
have an explosive effect on 
Matkovic, who scored four tri’s 
(pronounced like the word “try”). 
“I guess we showed those guys 
(Salve Regina) how serious we 
are,” he said after the victory.
Also scoring for the SHU 
squad were Antoine Scott, Pete
SHU Rugby scrum fights for possession in last Saturday's win over 
next plays Nichols College this Saturday, April 17.
Malanga and Scott Warman, with 
one tri each. Tri’s, scored when a 
player crosses an end-zone and 
touches the ball to the ground, are 
worth five points. Balls kicked 
through uprights are worth three.
The shut-out was preserved 
by the impregnability of the 
backfield, led by fullback Mark 
Comiero.
SHU’s defense stonewalled
Salve Regina all afternoon with 
their scrum, headed up by Michael 
Rodriguez, Paul Boyle and Greg 
Flavin. The scrum (see photo) is 
formed to hold the opposition back 
while at the same time trying to 
gain control of a loose ball.
“In some ways we’re the new 
Cinderella team on the campus,” 
said George Flagg, a football 
player turned rucker. Flagg was
Salve Regina, 35-0. The 3-1 team
Photo by Cathy Swenson
referring, of course, to the football 
team’s premiere season (Fall of 
1991) in which they surprised 
many opposing teams and ended 
the year with a 5-4 record.
. The game started poorly for 
the Heart, who were forced to play 
immediately upon arriving with­
out being given time to loosen up 
after their two-hour tour to the 
northern state.
“All things considered, we 
didn’t play badly,” according to 
Joe “Stoner” Buckley. “These 
guys (the Roger Williams team) 
were just really sick.”
The final outcome of the game 
was 8-0 in favor of the Williams 
team, who also came close on 
several other attempts to scoring, 
only to be turned away 
unrewarded.
“We’re still a young team, 
but we showed a lot of determina­
tion out there,” said flanker Paul 
Molnar, who suffered a sprained 
thumb in the match.
Other injuries on that day 
included a chipped kneecap suf­
fered by Pete Malanga, a lost tooth 
for Paul Boyle, and a broken wrist 
for Tom Mackie.
SHU’s record is now 3-1. 
Their next game will be away 
against Nichols College in Mas­
sachusetts on Saturday, April 17. 
Anyone interested in driving to
In their gapie on Wednesd^,y„ Hie jajpe. to support .the SHU-
April 7, the SHU rugby squad 
travelled to Roger Williams Col­
lege in Newport, RI to play a 
bruising match against the Divi­
sion II powerhouse.
crew may contact Denise Sutphin 
in the Activities Office.
Michael Champagne also con­
tributed to this story.
Prognostications From A Pioneer
By ilie Prognosllcalor
Sp<nt\i nlutmi^t
Unirutn is tlcfined by the 
\Vebstcf',s Dictitwury .is “an 
outbuiM of tcmpei'I etnper is 
defined as "mentatcoiistiiittiofu 
frame of mind, anger espe* 
ctaliy innoisv outbutst." 'Ifie 
actions by tine Bobb) Bnnilia 
more thiin qualify us a lenqvi 
tantrum tusualK denmnsnatoU 
m lull bloom by ththhen aged 
KUindmuieit
In Ml. Sunifla. xvp have a 
“man’ svho lias brought us suth 
pIoaNdiintcs as the o.uptiigs to 
“improsc Ins hmiiijj.” f mean, 
who Aoutd c-.ei ,stt,spei.l 1k 
vinuld weal ibein to block out 
the boomg. Then the infamous 
phone c.dl toNtw York Met PR 
man .fay ItontN/: inquiring as 
to how he was fcebtig. Of 
coiiise, {bat hikl mulling to do 
vMththe“F>Cterroron Bontfla) 
tlusinnuonthcscoitboaid. Vow 
we atv treated to hts threats 
*igaiasUhc.Vfji /Wv-Vew. 
beat wnlet Bob Klaptseh toi 
basing the .itidueiiy locO-wnte 
a book ssitb teliow beat writer 
Jnlin Harper calk'd fhe Worxt
leant Math \ CouldRuy.
.\tter tending escetpts from 
the Isoitk and consulting people 
svhohjs ere.«itbehfa.k from front 
to Kick. I havccytm; to ihisetm- 
clusirm the hjpc abotu bow 
acgalke the book is is btfeitallj 
just that '4i>pe, ,Mt the bmik 
mentioned tt as how <t team wtth a 
mtlhon pay toil, an atl linic 
htgh In pfidussuwat sports, a team 
that fust plunked S3fi.5 tmilion on 
Mr Bouilla and atmditr na>i|cl 
i-iU/cn Kddir Murray. coutd end 
up scutnmg 72 and losing 90,Jum 
hjtclj mil of last place, A loam 
wtth .tp explosive lead-otf bitter 
I iit tiio ’si) gantes in schich he‘s
he.ilthy} In \ incc Cirfeman. a 3-
4-5jium,ho) Bonill.i,Mumivamt 
HuVftird Johtiwi tno. not the 
testaitiMmi and one ol the top 
pitching Tof:iiion,s in the game in 
HwialH Gpodeo, Bret 
Saberbajtfit, Uavitf CiiireundSitf 
Farnandc/ should Ik a ttnch to 
wm the N't I asi now that ttic 
Ihfutes lo-st |jo«iU.i, John Smilcg 
undBrlfLandroin. As we all now 
know, ihai wasn’t to be the case, 
'1 hcboiiora hru isthatapiayer 
m the Majoi 1 cagues or any prsx- 
Jcssioiu) spiut should expect 
criticism along *iih the prana;.
.......... ......................
Hspet tafly' a piay er like Bomlla 
w hotakes m^iose to Shtnilhon. 
Klapisch and If.u per were just 
issui ng honi^s.1 and just crit id^tp 
otj What: was. miy “Hie Worst 
Team Money Could Buy.”
'My advice to Boaitla, 
Murray, aoiltlKMef^~~GROW 
UFttt
On to our $aered Heait i 
baseball and softball teams;; 
teams wtUt twice dttb dags of the 
Mets. tisaglt Jeagsa
loss to Keene State, Utoiteseba'U ' 
team need not panic, ’Itie ecai* 
iitence shooid be more wide 
Open than ever, Pitchef s Bryau 
Mothefsbaogh and Joa ‘Watt 
bdter bC* Otiodte have been 
dominating. Frn; the softbaiJ 
taam Miclu^ie FaltiaerMd lalis 
Barrett have bnen tough. It's 
good to see Maria Cavaliere 
glaytng like sbn is capable. She ^ 
deserves a let of credit for beat­
ing Hffi odds and coming back.
Congrafalationstobothia- : 
Cfttase teams. The men’s team, 
m 4-3, ete off to a geod ^att 
Even dmagh ladtes io^t the 
ofxmer, they played hard tmd ; 
degetyealqteferedit. Ret&em- ■ 
her, many of the players havea^t 
event played the gtmte he^iiae,
........;■.........................MM.----------------- ...............................................................




Darrin Robinson improved 
his chances of going to the NBA 
last weekend in the Portsmouth 
Invitational Tournament. Playing 
with and against mostly Division 
I athletes, Robinson kept his pace 
and helped lead his team to the 
championship game.
“I wasn’t worried about 
playing with Division I players,” 
said Robinson. “I just wanted to 
play my best.”
In the first game, Robinson 
had 17 points, five rebounds, four 
steals, and four assists for his team. 
In the second game, he exploded 
for 28 points, six rebounds, three 
steals, and three assists in just 17 
minutes. He came down a bit in 
the championship game, scoring 
13 points and grabbing five re­
bounds.
“I didn’t play up to what I 
know I could play,” admits 
Robinson. “I could have done 
better, but I guess I played good 
enough to get invited to Pheonix.”
Robinson was invited to play 
in another tournament next week
Darrin Robinson
Photo by Michael Champagne
in Pheonix. That tournament will 
give Robinson yet another chance 
to impress the NBA scouts.
